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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let kG be the group algebra of a finite group G over a field k of charac- 
teristic p, where p is a prime. Fix a non-trivial normal p-subgroup Q of G. 
In this paper, we study Auslander-Reiten sequences terminating at 
indecomposable kc-modules whose vertices are Q and whose sources are 
factor modules of kQ by some power of its radical. In particular, we 
consider relative projectivity of the middle terms of those sequences. In our 
main theorem, we shall prove that, for any subgroup H of G with 
Q < H < G, the middle term is H-projective if and only if the head of the 
third term is. We can also show that the head of the third term and some 
indecomposable direct summand of the middle term have vertices in com- 
mon unless the former is Q-projective. 
In the case where Q is cyclic, these can be applied to all the Auslander- 
Reiten sequences terminating at indecomposable kG-modules with vertices 
Q, since any such module has a source of the above form. The result in this 
case is related to a recent work of Erdmann [3] (see Section 3). 
The proof of the if part of the theorem is a direct consequence of [S, 
Theorem 5.41, whereas the only if part, whose proof is the main body of 
the present paper, can be proved by easy calculations. 
Notation is standard. For an indecomposable kG-module W, a vertex of 
W is denoted by ux( W). If a kG-module W’ is isomorphic to a direct sum- 
mand of another kG-module IV”, we write IV’1 W”. Also Horn&W’, W”) 
is simply denoted by (IV’, W”) for convenience. J and J,, mean the Jacob- 
son radicals of kG and kQ, respectively. Note that J,, is just the augmen- 
tation ideal of kQ. For any non-projective indecomposable kG-module W, 
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the Auslander-Reiten sequence terminating at W (which is determined 
uniquely up to equivalence) is denoted by S( W) : 0 + 52’W + X, + W + 0. 
Here 52 is the Heller operator. A definition of Auslander-Reiten sequences 
may be found in [ 11. 
2. THE MAIN THEOREM 
Throughout this section, we are in the same situation as in the Intro- 
duction. 
Fix a primitive idempotent e of kG and a positive integer s. Let W be 
ekG/epOkG, which is an indecomposable kG-module. Note that W is 
Q-projective. Here we make an assumption: ux( W) = Q. 
In this case the source of W is clearly kQ/JS,. Our main theorem below 
says how the middle term X, of S(W) and the head W/ WJ of W are 
related as far as relative projectivity is concerned. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let H be a subgroup of G with Q < H < G. Then X, is 
H-projective if and only if W/ WJ is H-projective. In particular, we have 
0x(X’) <c vx( WI WJ) for any indecomposable direct summand x’ of A’,. 
To prove the only if part of the above, we need some lemmas, each of 
which is easily seen. The first one holds since any kG-homomorphism from 
kG/JsOkG is determined by the image of its identity element. 
LEMMA 2.2. For any kG-module Y, there holds 
(kG/J;kG, Y) h Ann,(J;) as kG-modules, 
where Ann ,,( J;) is the annihilator of J; in Y. 
Note that Ann.(J;) is a kG-submodule of Y. In the rest of this paper, we 
write A y(s) in place of Ann.(J;) for brevity. Also we put A,(O) = (0) for 
convenience. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let H be a subgroup of G with Q < H < G. If a kG-module 
Y is H-projective, then so is A y(i)/A ,(j) for all i and j with 0 < j < i. (Note: 
A.(i)/A,(j) is possibly {O}.) 
Proof: Denote the trace map from Endk,( .) to End& .) by trg. Since 
Y is H-projective, there exists some f E Endk,,( Y) such that tr”,( f) = Id y. 
Now, since kH1 Jo and since f is a kH-homomorphism, both A y(i) 
and A.(j) are preserved by f: Thus f induces an element f’ of 
End,,(A,(i)/A.( j)). It is routine to check that trg(f’) is the identity 
element on A,(i)/A,( j). This proves the lemma. 
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The next proposition is a key result. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let X be the middle term of the Auslander-Reiten 
sequence S(W) ( W = ekG/eJ&kG). Then we have the exact sequence of 
kG-modules, 
O+Z+A.(s)/A,(s- l)LekG/eJ,kG+ W/WJ+O, (2.4)’ 
where Z is a certain Q-projective kc-module on which Q acts trivially. 
Proof. We apply both Hom,,(kG/J;kG, .) and Hom,,(kG/JO-ikG, *) 
to S(W). Then, by the definition of Auslander-Reiten sequences and 
Lemma 2.2, we have the following commutative diagram of kG-modules 
with exact rows. (Note: We consider kG/JgkG = (0). So the second row of 
the diagram becomes a sequence of zeros if s = 1.) 
O+ (kG/J;kG,@W) + A,(s) + A,(s) + W/WJ-+ 0 (2.4)” 
I 
aI 
I 
02 
I 
01 
O+ (kG/J;-‘kG, s2*W)+ A,(s- l)-+ A&s-l)+ 0. 
Here the vertical arrows o,, e2, and c3 are kG-monomorphisms coming 
from the natural epimorphism from kG/J;kG onto kG/J;- ‘kc. (Note that 
we have W j kG/J;- ‘kG. Thus the second row is exact.) Let Z be the 
cokernel of ei. Then, since vx( W) = v.u(s2* W) = Q, Z is Q-projective by 
Lemma 2.3. Moreover, it is clear that Q acts trivially on the cokernels of 
01, 02, and crj. On the other hand, since A,(s- 1) =eJ,kG/eJ;kG, the 
cokernel of rr3 is isomorphic to ekG/eJ,kG. Hence taking the cokernels of 
(T’S, we obtain 
0 + Z + A,(s)/A,(s - 1) LekG/eJ,,kG (exact). 
Finally, the snake lemma shows that the cokernel of the above r is 
isomorphic to W/WJ, which completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. First assume that W/ WJ is H-projective. The 
sequence (2.4)” can be considered as a sequence of modules over 
End,,(kG/J;kG) rr. kG/J;kG. In particular, the last term W/WJ is a simple 
module over it. Since W/ WJ is “H-projective” as a module over 
End,,(kG/POkG), it follows from [S, Theorem 5.43 that S(W) itself is 
H-projective, i.e., that it appears as “a direct summand” of the sequence 
induced from some short exact sequence of kH-modules. Especially, X, is 
H-projective as desired. 
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Conversely, if X,, is H-projective, then so is A,,,(s)/A.,(s - 1) by 
Lemma 2.3. Consider (2.4)’ as a sequence of k(G/Q)-modules. Then, since 
2 is Q-projective, it must be an injective k(G/Q)-module. Hence there holds 
A,,.(s)/A,,.(s- l)-ZOImr as k( G/Q)-modules. (*I 
Now if W/ WJ is a projective k(G/Q) -module, then clearly it is H-projec- 
tive. Suppose then that this is not the case. Then Im r z sZ’( W/ WJ) # (O}, 
where Sz’ is the Heller operator among k(G/Q)-modules. Since Im T is 
H-projective by (*), 8’( W/ WJ) and W/ WJ are also H-projective. This 
proves the first statement. 
Notice now that ux( W/WJ) > Q. The second statement clearly holds 
since X, is ux( W/WJ)-projective. Now the proof is complete. 
The above proof implies the following. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Suppose that W/WJ is not Q-projective. Then there 
exists an indecomposable direct summand X’ of X, such that vx(x’ ) = o 
vx( W/ WJ). 
Proof: Use the same notation as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. It follows 
from Theorem 2.1 that every indecomposable direct summand of Xw is 
ux( W/ WJ)-projective. On the other hand, let X,= @ Xi be an indecom- 
posable direct sum decomposition of X,. Since oi (A,(s)/A,(s - 1)) 1: 
A,,(s)/A...(s - l), there exists some i such that a’( W/WJ) ( A,(s)/ 
A,(s - 1). (Note : Our assumption yields that Im T is not (0) and is 
indecomposable. ) Now by Lemma 2.3, A ,(s)/A xi(s - 1) is ux( X,)-projective 
and hence so is a’( W/ WJ). Therefore, W/ WJ is ux(X,)-projective, which 
completes the proof. 
Remark. Corollary 2.5 does not necessarily hold without assuming that 
W/ WJ is not Q-projective. To see this, let Q be a cyclic group of order 2 
and let G be equal to Q. Suppose that p = 2. Then 0 + J+ kQ + kQ/J+ 0 
is the Auslander-Reiten sequence terminating at kQ/J. However, we have 
ux(kQ) = { 1 } and ox(kQ/J) = Q. 
3. A CLOSING REMARK 
If Q is cyclic, then every Q-projective indecomposable kG-module is 
isomorphic to ekG/eJ;kG for a certain primitive idempotent e of kG and a 
positive integer s. Therefore, Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.5 hold for any 
indecomposable kG-module W such that ux( W) = Q. 
In [3], Erdmann studied modules with cyclic vertices in the Auslander- 
Reiten quiver. She showed the following in [3, (2.2)]. 
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THEOREM. Let Q be a non-trivial normal cyclic p-subgroup of G. Suppose 
that an indecomposable kG-module II has Q as its vertex and that the 
p-block to which U belongs has a non-cyclic defect group. Then the middle 
term X, of S( U) is indecomposable. 
She eventually has proved that the conclusion of the above theorem 
holds without assuming that Q is normal but assuming that p > 2. To 
prove this general result she needed the next lemma (see [3, (2.5)]), to 
which we give an alternative proof here without assuming that p > 2. See 
also [4]. 
LEMMA. In the same situation as in the above theorem, we have 
vx( X,) > vx( U) = Q, and vx( X,) is not cyclic. 
Proof First note that X, is indecomposable by Theorem. Let D be a 
defect group of the p-block to which U belongs. We now assume that 
vx( Uf UJ) is cyclic. Then, since U and U/UJ belong to the same p-block 
and since U/UJ is simple, it follows by [2, Theorem] that D is cyclic. This 
contradicts our assumption. Hence vx( U/UJ) is not cyclic, in particular, 
U/UJ is not Q-projective. Therefore, Corollary 2.5 implies that 0x(X,) =G 
vx( U/UJ) > Q. Now the proof is complete. 
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